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Israeli Human Rights Violations in the Occupied Palestinian Territory 
 

11 - 17 February 2021 
 
 

 Palestinian woman dies of heart attack during violent IOF raid into her house 

in Nablus 

 

 IOF excessive use of force in the West Bank and occupied East Jerusalem: 19 

Palestinians wounded 

 

 Two IOF incursions into eastern Gaza, and two shootings reported at fishing 

boats western Gaza Strip 

 

 In 106 IOF incursions into the West Bank, including occupied East Jerusalem: 

71 civilians arrested, including 13 children and a woman 

 

 IOF delivers 20 demolition notices to houses in Nablus and Bethlehem; 5 

buildings were self-demolished in occupied East Jerusalem and evacuation 

notices served to several buildings in the city 

 

 Settler-attacks: settlers kidnap a Palestinian man in Tulkarm, and attack 

civilian homes and vehicles in Nablus and Ramallah 

 

 IOF hinder the entry of Covid-19 vaccines into the Gaza Strip for two days 

 

 IOF established 69 temporary military checkpoints in the West Bank and 

arrested 13 Palestinian civilians on said checkpoints 
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Summary                                                                                         

Israeli occupation forces (IOF) continued to commit crimes and multi-layered violations against 

Palestinian civilians and their properties, including raids into Palestinian cities that are characterized 

with excessive use of force, assault, abuse and attacks on civilians that are mostly conducted after 

midnight and in the early morning hours. Additionally, IOF conducted widescale demolition 

operations; and served demolition and cease-construction notices, mostly in the northern Jordan 

valleys, eastern West Bank. Settler attacks continued this week, particularly attacks on civilian houses 

and vehicles in Nablus. 

 

Also, the Israeli occupation authorities stalled the entry of 2,000 Covid-19 vaccines into the Gaza Strip 

for two days. The vaccines were sent by the Ministry of Health in Ramallah. 

 

This week, PCHR documented 199 violations of international human rights law and international 

humanitarian law (IHL) by IOF and settlers in the oPt. 

  

IOF shooting and violation of right to bodily integrity: 

 

On 17 February 2021, 67-year-old Rahma Khalil Abu-Ahour, from Abu Nujaym village in eastern 

Bethlehem, died of a heart attack she suffered during an IOF raid into her nephew’s house where she 

was visiting. Additionally, IOF shot and injured 19 civilians in its attacks on peaceful protests in the 

West Bank: 4 at a protest in Beit Dajan - Nablus; 9 others at two protests in Kafr Qaddum – Qalqilya; 

and 6 by Salfit’s northern entrance. 

 

In the Gaza Strip, two IOF shootings were reported on agricultural lands eastern Gaza Strip, and twice 

at fishing boats off Gaza’s northern shore. 

 

IOF incursions and arrests of Palestinian civilians: IOF carried out 106 incursions into the West 

Bank, including occupied East Jerusalem. Those incursions included raids of civilian houses and 

shootings, enticing fear among civilians, and attacking many of them. During this week’s incursions, 

71 Palestinians were arrested, including 13 children and a woman. 

 

In the Gaza Strip, IOF conducted 2 limited incursions into eastern Khan Younis and Northern Gaza. 

  

Demolitions: 

 

PCHR documented 12 incidents: 

 

 Nablus: 11 demolition notices served (4 houses, 6 barracks and water tank) in central Jordan valleys; 
and 13 demolition notices (houses) in Yatma. 

 Hebron: barracks served demolition notice in Halhul. 

 Bethlehem: 3 houses served demolition notices in al-Khader. 

 East Jerusalem: 
o 5 self-demolitions: an external room overlooking the al-Aqsa Mosque; an apartment in Sur 

Baher; 2 barracks in Silwan; an apartment building in Shu'afat. 

o IOF served an apartment building an evacuation order in Silwan. 

o An Israeli court rejected the appeal of 4 families to annul the evacuation order issued against 

their homes in Sheikh Jarrah. 

o A house was demolished in Ras al-Amud. 

o Metal fence surrounding a plot of land in Jabel Mukaber removed. 
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Settler-attacks: PCHR fieldworkers reported and documented 8 settler-violence incidents: 
 

 Hebron: shepherds and a Palestinian family assaulted in eastern Yatta 

 Nablus: assault on civilians and worshippers in Khan al-Laban; a farmer was also assaulted in the 
area. A bus and civilian houses were assaulted in Asira al-Qibliya and Qusra. Also, a car was set on 

fire. 

 Tulkarm: civilian was kidnapped while at his land; IOF later released him. 

 Ramallah: assaults on the vehicles of Palestinian workers parked near “Shilo” settlement, which is 

established on the lands of Turmus Ayya in northeastern Ramallah. 

 

 Israeli closure policy and restrictions on freedom of movement: 

 

The Gaza Strip still suffers the worst closure in the history of the Israeli occupation of the oPt as it has 

entered the 14th consecutive year, without any improvement to the movement of persons and goods, 

humanitarian conditions and bearing catastrophic consequences on all aspects of life. 

 

Meanwhile, IOF continued to divide the West Bank into separate cantons with key roads blocked by 

the Israeli occupation since the Second Intifada and with temporary and permanent checkpoints, where 

civilian movement is restricted, and they are subject to arrest. 

 

I. Shooting and other Violations of the Right to Life and Bodily Integrity 

  

 At approximately 01:30 on Thursday, 11 February 2021, IOF moved into Ramallah in the 

center of the West Bank. Meanwhile, Palestinian young men gathered and threw stones at 

IOF, who responded with teargas canisters to disperse them. As a result, many civilians 

suffocated due to teargas inhalation and received treatment on the spot.  
 

 At approximately 11:00 on Friday, 12 February 2021, a peaceful protest took off in front of 
Beit Dajan village council, east of Nablus, north of the West Bank, at the call of the villagers 

and with the participation of the National Action Factions in Nablus, towards lands under the 

threat of confiscation, east of the village. The protestors raised Palestinian flags and chanted 

slogans against the Israeli occupation, settlers, annexation wall and deal of the century. When 

the protestors arrived at the area, they found a large number of Israeli soldiers awaiting them. 

The protestors chanted slogans again against the Israeli occupation and settlers. IOF 

immediately suppressed the protest and fired live and rubber bullets, sound bombs and tear 

gas canisters at the protestors. As a result, 4 protestors were shot with live bullets and taken 

to Rafidia hospital for treatment. Also, many protestors suffocated due to teargas inhalation 

and received treatment on the spot. 
 

 At approximately 12:30 on Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF stationed at the northern entrance 
to Kafr Qaddum village, north of Qalqilya, suppressed a peaceful protest organized by dozens 

of Palestinian young men. IOF chased Palestinian young men gathered in the area, clashed 

with them and fired live and sponge bullets, sound bombs and teargas canisters at them. As a 

result, 8 protestors were wounded; one was wounded in his face while the rest wounded in 

their lower limbs.  
 

 At approximately 13:00, IOF stationed at the northern entrance to Salfit, suppressed a peaceful 

protest organized by dozens of Palestinian young men against lands under the threat of 

confiscation in favor of settlement projects. IOF chased Palestinians gathered in the area, 

clashed with them, and fired rubber bullets, sound bombs and teargas canisters at them. As a 

result, 6 civilians were directly hit with teargas canisters.  
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 At approximately 14:30 on Saturday, 13 February 2021, IOF stationed at the northern entrance 
to Kafr Qaddum village, north of Qalqilya, suppressed a peaceful protest organized by dozens 

of Palestinian young men. IOF chased Palestinian young men gathered in the area, clashed 

with them and fired live and sponge bullets, sound bombs and teargas canisters at them. As a 

result, an 18-year-old male was wounded with a sponge grenade in his thigh. 
 

 At approximately 20:00, IOF moved into al-Tur neighborhood, east of occupied East 
Jerusalem’s Old City, and stationed in al-Khelwa neighborhood. IOF established military 

checkpoints at the neighborhood entrances, searched Palestinian civilians and checked their 

IDs. During which, a number of Palestinian young men gathered and threw stones, Molotov 

Cocktails and fireworks at IOF, who chased the protestors in the neighborhood and fired heavy 

rubber bullets and teargas canisters at them.  As a result, dozens of Palestinians suffocated 

due to teargas inhalation. Also, IOF arrested Mohammed Hatem Abu al-Hawa (19) and 

withdrew later.  
 

 At approximately 20:00, Israeli gunboats stationed off Waha Shore, northwest of Beit Lahia, 
and off al-Sudaniyia Shore, west of Jabalia refugee camp, north of the Gaza Strip, chased 

Palestinian fishing boats sailing within 3 nautical miles, opened heavy fire around them until 

21:30, causing fear among the fishermen and forcing them to flee. No casualties were 

reported. 
 

 At approximately 20:00 on Sunday, 13 February 2021, IOF backed by military vehicles 
moved into Ras Karkar village, northwest of Ramallah, stationed in several areas and checked 

civilians’ IDs. IOF deployed between residential houses and patrolled the area, causing fear 

among the villagers and forcing the shop owners to close at gunpoint. Meanwhile, a number 

of Palestinian young men gathered and threw stones and empty bottles at IOF, who chased 

the stone-throwers and fired sound bombs and teargas canisters at them. As a result, many 

stone-throwers suffocated due to teargas inhalation. At 22:00, IOF withdrew towards the 

village’s main entrance and established a military checkpoint there.  
 

 At approximately 09:00 on Monday, 15 February 2021, Israeli gunboats stationed off al-

Sudaniyia Shore, west of Jabalia refugee camp, north of the Gaza Strip, chased Palestinian 

fishing boats sailing within 3 nautical miles, opened heavy fire around them, causing fear 

among the fishermen and forcing them to flee. No casualties were reported. 

 

 On Wednesday, 17 February 2021, medical sources at Bethlehem Arab Society for 
Rehabilitation in Beit Jala declared that an elderly Rahma Khalil Abu ‘Ahour, from Abu 

Njeem village, died due to a heart attack when IOF raided her nephew’s house in the village. 

Rahma ‘s nephew, Mohammed Abu ‘Ahour, said that at approximately 01:30, a large number 

of Israeli soldiers raided his family building in Abu Njeem village and blew up the main 

entrance. He added that IOF damaged the apartments’ doors inside the building, raided and 

searched his apartment and assaulted his family members, causing fear and panic among them. 

‘Abu ‘Ahour clarified that his aunt was too frightened. Due this, she fainted, and was 

immediately taken to Bethlehem Arab Society for Rehabilitation, where medical sources 

declared her death later due to a heart attack. Abu ‘Ahour pointed out that his aunt suffered 

diabetes and high blood pressure (hypertension). He emphasized that IOF used violent and 

unjustified measures while raiding his house as they pointed their guns at the family members 

and threatened to open fire inside the house, causing fear among elderlies and children.  
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II. Incursions and arrests 

 

Thursday, 11 February 2021: 

 At approximately 00:30, IOF moved into Jalqamus village, southeast of Jenin, north of the West 

Bank. They raided and searched two houses belonging to Abdul Baset Abed al-Hajj (48) and Abdul 

Rahim Sami Suleiman al-Hajj (40) and arrested them. 

 

 At approximately 01:00, IOF moved into Beit Ummar, north of Hebron. They raided and searched 
several houses and arrested (8) civilians; Mohammed Hamdi Abu Maria (50), Saqer Mahmoud 

Abu Maria (46), Ayesh Naser Ikhlaiel (26), Lo’ay Shehda ‘Alqam (35), Mohammed Sameer Abu 

Maria (20), Abdullah Mohammed Ikhlaiel (20), Mohammed Bassam al-‘Allama (20), and Issa 

Hashem Bahr (22). 

 

 At approximately 01:30, IOF moved into al-Jalamah village, southeast of Jenin. They raided and 
searched two houses belonging to Mahmoud Anis Sha’ban (35) and Mohammed Ali Yehya (22) 

and arrested them. 

 

 At approximately 02:00, IOF moved into Shu’afat refugee camp, northeast of the occupied East 
Jerusalem. They raided and searched Yasine Taha’s (27) house and arrested them. 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into Balata refugee camp, east of Nablus. They raided and 

searched several houses and arrested Islam Emad Hashash (17). 

 

 At approximately 02:30, IOF moved into Jenin refugee camp, west of Jenin. They raided and 
searched Mohammed As’ad Abu Khalifa’s (40) house and arrested him. 

  

 At approximately 03:00, IOF moved into al-Bireh, and stationed at al-Jinan neighborhood. They 
raided and searched several houses and arrested Nadeem Saleem Ghaith (22). 

 

 At approximately 03:30, IOF moved into Deir Nidham village, northwest of Ramallah. They 

raided and searched several houses and arrested Naser Saqer al-Soufi (18), and Musallam Dawoud 

Yehya (19). 

 

 At approximately 12:30, IOF arrested Ra’fat Na’eem Abu Akr (53), from al-Doha, west of 
Bethlehem, while present in one of the Khader village’s streets, south of the city. 

 

 At approximately 21:00, IOF moved into Waheed Eid Shabana (52), from al-Tur neighborhood, 
east of the occupied East Jerusalem’s Old City, while present in Salah al-Dein street in the city 

center. IOF claimed that his presence in that area was not legal due to holding the West Bank ID 

card, and he was taken to al-Bareed police center until they returned him to the West Bank on the 

morning of the next day.  
 

Shabana’s wife, an Israeli ID holder, said that her husband grew up, educated, and lived in Jerusalem, 

but his father moved to live in Ramallah in the 80s due to arresting Waheed when he was only 14. She 

added that her husband returned to Jerusalem after spending 4-years in the Israeli prisons, despite losing 

his right to obtain the Jerusalem ID card. After they got married he applied to the competent authorities 

to obtain unification four times, but his requests were rejected for security reasons. Shabana’s wife 

stated that she and her husband were arrested in June 2020, and they were mistreated and insulted at 

“Oz” police center in Jerusalem, as they stayed outside waiting their turns in the cold weather, then she 

was released without being investigated but Waheed was taken to al-Zaytouna military checkpoint. 

However, she mentioned that her husband was prevented to live between his sons, ages between 23-
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13, and from living in the city that he grew in, in addition to preventing him from his work and 

livelihood under the pretext of the illegal residence. 

 

 At approximately 23:30, IOF moved into Ein al-Beida village in the northern valleys, east of 
Tubas. They raided and searched several houses and arrested Maram Hikmat Abu Mutarea’ (28). 

 

 IOF carried out (15) incursions in Zeita, Attil, Nur Shams refugee camp, Tulkarm refugee camp, 
Tulkarm, and Kafr al-Dik villages, east of Salfit; Zababdeh, Arranah, and Umm al-Tut villages, 

southeast of Jenin; Tell, Badhan, and Sebastia in Nablus governorate; Dura, Samu, and Arrub 

refugee camp, in Hebron governorate. No arrests were reported. 

 

Friday, 12 February 2021: 

 At approximately 13:00, IOF arrested Mohammed Monthir Atiya (20) and Mohammed Ahmed 

Atiya (19), from al-Isawiya village, northeast of the occupied East Jerusalem, while present in 

Damascus Gate area in the occupied city, after finishing the Friday prayers in the Aqsa Mosque. 

IOF took them to al-Bareed police center in Salah al-Dein street. 

 

 At approximately 14:00, IOF stationed at al-Jib military checkpoint, northwest of the occupied 
East Jerusalem, arrested Laith Eid Barakat (29) and his brother Ahmed (27), from al-Nabi Samwil 

village, while passing through the checkpoint. It should be noted that the village is surrounded by 

the annexation wall, and its residents can pass to Jerusalem and the West Bank only through al-

Jib checkpoint, and no one is allowed to pass through it despite being registered on the checkpoint 

passers’ list. 

 

 At approximately 02:50, IOF moved into al-Shuhada village, southeast of Jenin. They raided and 
searched Rabea Fadel Wishahi‘s (32) house and arrested him. 

 

 At approximately 19:00, IOF arrested Ahmed Abdul Hafiz Atiya (17), while heading to a medical 
center in the Isawiya village, northeast of the occupied East Jerusalem, to receive treatment. IOF 

took him to al-Bareed police center in Salah al-Dein street. 

 

 At approximately 23:00, IOF severely beaten and arrested Sufian Ahmed Abu Nab (20), causing 

wounds and bruises that required taking him to hospital while he was under arrest. 

 

 IOF carried out (11) incursions in Azzun and Kafr Thulth villages, east of Qalqilya; Qabatiya, 
southeast of Jenin; Arraba and Kafr Ra’i, southwest of Jenin; Sanur, Bir al-Basha, and al-Jalamah, 

southeast of Jenin; Nablus, Tall, and Huwwarah in Nablus governorate. No arrests were reported. 

  

Saturday, 13 February 2021 

 IOF carried out (5) incursions in Ya’bad, southwest of Jenin; Azmut, northeast of Nablus; Sa’ir, 
Dura, and Nuba villages in Hebron governorate. No arrests were reported. 

 

Sunday, 14 February 2021: 

 At approximately 03:00, IOF moved into al-Tur neighborhood, east of the occupied East 
Jerusalem’s Old City. They raided and searched two houses belonging to Mohammed Ashraf 

Sbeitan (16) and Mohammed Samer Abu al-Hawa (16) and arrested them. 
 

 At approximately 15:00, IOF moved into Shu’afat neighborhood, north of the occupied East 

Jerusalem’s Old City. They raided and searched several houses belonging to Abu Khudair’s family 
and arrested (4) children; Saif Waleed Abu Khudair (16), his brother Mohammed (17), and their 

cousins, Abdul Rahman Abu Khudair (16) and Mohammed Emad Abu Khudair (17).  
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 At approximately 19:00, IOF moved into Bab Huta neighborhood, one of the occupied East 
Jerusalem’s Old City’s neighborhoods. They raided and searched Majd Khaled Sharifa’s (20) 

house and handed him a summons to refer to the Israeli Intelligence Services at Moscovia 

Detention Centre. It should be noted that Sharifa was accused of throwing stones at the settlers’ 

cars and arrested on 18 June 2017, when he was 16, and spent 11-months in the Israeli prisons. 

 

 IOF carried out (8) incursions in Zububa and Jalamah, southeast of Jenin; Deir Sharaf, west of 
Nablus; Izbat Shufa, southeast of Tulkarm; Fawwar refugee camp, Dhahiriya, Beit Ummar, and 

Sa’ir villages in Hebron. No arrests were reported. 

 

Monday, 15 February 2021: 

 At approximately 02:00, IOF moved into Balata al-Balad village, east of Nablus. They raided and 

searched Hatem Mawhoob Dweikat’s (22) house and arrested him. 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into al-Ram village, north of the occupied East Jerusalem. They 
raided and searched several houses and arrested (3) civilians; the photojournalist Saif al-Dein al-

Qawasmi (19), Zuhair Ahmed al-Hinnawi (22), and Wissam Ra’ed al-Hinnawi (19), and released 

them after several hours. It should be noted that Wissam is a former prisoner, and he was injured 

with a rubber bullet in his left eye during clashes with the Israeli soldiers several years ago. 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into a village north of Hebron governorate. They raided and 
searched Abu Danhash’s house and arrested Oday Issam Abu Danhash (22), and his brother Qusai 

(25). 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into Fawwar refugee camp, south of Hebron, and stationed in 
the center of the camp. They raided and searched two houses and arrested Mohammed Jameel 

Nassar (19) and Assem Wael Awadallah (18). 

 

 At approximately 02:20, IOF moved into Qabatiya, southeast of Jenin. They raided and searched 

Mazen Seitan Abu al-Rab’s (21) house and arrested him. 

 

 At approximately 02:30, IOF reinforced with several military vehicles moved into Surda, north of 
Ramallah. They raided and searched Qusai Alaa’ Bazzar’s (18) house and arrested him. 

 

 At approximately 02:50, IOF moved into Araqah village, west of Jenin. They raided and searched 
several houses and arrested (3) children; Mahdi Saleh Yehya (15), Oday Tamim Yehya (15), and 

Shukry Hasan Lotfi (15). 

 

 At approximately 02:50, IOF moved into Azzun, east of Qalqilya. They raided and searched 

Saleem Mohammed Badwan’s (48) farm and arrested him along with his son (22). 

 

 At approximately 03:30, IOF moved into Aida refugee camp, north of Bethlehem. They raided 
and searched Tareq Mahmoud Abu Srour’s (23) house and arrested him. 

 

 At approximately 04:00, IOF moved into Deir Nidham village, northwest of Ramallah. They 
raided and searched several houses and arrested (3) civilians; Ibrahim Ahmed al-Tamimi (21), 

Obay Saleh al-Tamimi (20), and Abdul Rahman Mohammed al-Tamimi (18). 

 

 At approximately 08:20, IOF reinforced with several military vehicles moved 50-squaremeters to 
the west of the border fence, east of Jabalia, north of the Gaza Strip. They leveled and combed 

lands that were previously leveled amidst Israeli sporadic shooting. At approximately 10:00, IOF 

withdrew, and no casualties were reported. 
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 At approximately 16:00, IOF arrested Ahmed Subhi al-Sous (22), from Fawwar refugee camp, 
south of Hebron, while passing through a temporary military checkpoint established at the entrance 

of the camp. 

 

 At approximately 23:00, IOF reinforced with dozens of military vehicles moved into Ras Karkar 
village, northwest of Ramallah. They raided Sufian Abdullah Abu Fukhaida’s house in the eastern 

side of the village, evicted its residents and seized the house, and got on the top of the house and 

prevented anyone from entering it. Meanwhile, people of the village gathered, and quarrels 

occurred between them and the Israeli soldiers to withdraw from the house. At approximately 

02:15, they withdrew and headed to a three-stories house which is under destruction belonging to 

Hamdi Fadel Samhan, as they stuck the Israeli flag on the top of the house and turned it into a 

military barrack. 

 

Tuesday, 16 February 2021: 

 At approximately 01:00, IOF moved into Dura, southwest of Hebron. They raided and searched 

two houses belonging to Rami Ahmed Abu Zneid (37) and Wael Abdul Aziz Abu Zneid (46). No 

arrests were reported. 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into Yatta, south of Hebron, and stationed in al-Karmel area. 
They raided and searched two houses belonging to Sami Issa Shatat (44) and Hatem Mahmoud 

Makhamra (49). No arrests were reported. 

 

 At approximately 02:00, IOF moved into Nablus. They raided and searched several houses and 
arrested Yaser Dawoud Mansour (54), a member of Hamas Movement in the dissolved legislative 

council, and Adnan Ahed Asfour (58), a leader in Hamas Movement. 

 

 Around the same time, IOF infantry units reinforced with several military vehicles moved into 
Silwad, northeast of Ramallah. They deployed and stormed dozens of houses and arrested (19) 

civilians, including 2 children, and underwent to field investigation for three consecutive hours 

and half, before releasing 14 of them. IOF kept three young men and two children under arrest and 

took them to an unknown destination. The arrestees are: Mohammed Abdul Hameed Awwad (16), 

Ahmed Yousef Ayyad (17), Mahdi Abdul Qader Hammad (19), Tareq Ziyad Hamed (28), and 

Mohannad Sameer al-Tawil (20), who is a former prisoner. 

 

 Around the same time, IOF reinforced with several military vehicles moved into Ramallah, and 

stationed in Kadoura refugee camp adjacent to the city. They raided and searched Ra’fat Shihda 

Abu Shaqra’s (25) house and arrested him. 

 

 At approximately 03:00, IOF moved into Salem village, southeast of Nablus. They raided and 
searched several houses and arrested Shadi Ghassan Jabara (30). 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into Rujeib village, southeast of Nablus. They raided and 
searched several houses and arrested Eyad Ahmed Rawajba (32). 

 

 Around the same time, IOF moved into the southern side of Hebron. They raided and searched al-

Ja’bari’s houses and arrested (3) civilians; Mos’ab Omar al-Ja’bari (19), Ammar Mahmoud al-

Ja’bari (52), and his son Emad (22). 

 

 At approximately 23:30, IOF stationed at Checkpoint 300, north of Bethlehem, arrested Akram 
Emran al-Atrash (25), while passing through the checkpoint back from his work in Israel to his 

home in al-Dheisha refugee camp, south of Bethlehem. 
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 IOF carried out (4) incursions in Rujeib, Urif, southeast of Nablus; Beit Kahil and Fawwar refugee 
camp in Hebron. No arrests were reported. 

 

Wednesday, 17 February 2021: 

 At approximately 03:00, IOF moved into Qalandiya refugee camp, north of the occupied East 
Jerusalem. They raided and searched two houses belonging to Mohammed Mostafa Abu Romouz 

(21) and Mohammed Maher Mutair (23) and arrested them. 

 

 At approximately 08:00, IOF reinforced with several military vehicles and bulldozers 50-meters 

to the east of al-Fukhkhari village, east of Khan Yunis. They leveled and combed lands along the 

border fence amidst Israeli sporadic shooting which continued for hours before deploying again 

inside the abovementioned fence. 

 

III. Settlement Expansion and settler violence in the West Bank, including occupied East 

Jerusalem 

Demolition and Confiscation of Civilian Property 

 At approximately 09:00 on 11 February 2021, IOF accompanied with an Israeli Civil 
Administration SUV moved into 'Ein Shebli in the Central Jordan Valleys, northeast of Nablus.  
The Civil Administration officer notified 4 houses, 6 barracks and a water tank with 
demolition under the pretext of unlicensed construction in Area C. 

 
No. Name Notified Facility 

1- Shehdah 'Abed Rabboh Abu al-

Kabbash 

5 barracks; each is 200 sqms 

2- Nabil Mohammed Shtayyah An under-construction house (80 sqms) 

3- Aisha Mohammad Shtayyah An under-construction house (100 sqms) 

4- Nizam Khader Shtayyah  A 60-sqm barrack 

5- Shukri Shtayyah An under-construction house (100 sqms) 

6- Moussa Ka'abnah An under-construction house (100 sqms) and 5 

barracks; each is 120 sqms 

7- Ministry of Agriculture A 500-cbm water tank established 10 years ago 

 

 At approximately 10:00, IOF backed by military vehicles and accompanied with an Israeli Civil 
Administration vehicle moved into northern Halhoul, north of Hebron.  The Civil Administration 

officer handed Khairy 'Abdel Qader al-Herbawi military order no. (1797) relevant to the 

demolition of a tinplate and steel barrack built on an area of 20 sqms.  The demolition notice was 

issued allegedly for building in Area C and gives al-Herbawi only 96 hours from the date he 

received the notice.  Al-Herbawi was supposed to graze sheep in that barrack as he owns 8 dunums 

in the area. 

 

 On Thursday afternoon, IOF handed 3 Palestinians 3 demolition notices in al-Khader village, south 

of Bethlehem, allegedly for having no license.  The Coordinator of al-Khader Colonization and 

Wall Resistance Commission, Ahmed Salah, said that Isma'il Mohammed Mousa, 'Ali Salim 

Mousa and his son Ahmed were handed demolition notices for their houses in Abu Soud area, 

west of the village, allegedly for unlicensed construction, after Beit El Court rejected their appeal 
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against the demolition decision.  Salah added that Mousa Family has suffered a lot due to the 

ongoing IOF campaign for years against them.  He said that Ismail's Mousa's house (70 sqms) 

shelters 7 persons, was demolished in 2014. The houses of 'Ali Salim Mousa and his son, Khaled, 

are 80 sqms each.  Salah added that 'Ali Mousa's house was demolished four times within the last 

ten years under the pretext of unlicensed construction and for its location approximate to the 

annexation wall.  Salah also said that the houses of 'Ali Mousa's other sons, Mohammed and 

Ahmed, are threatened of demolition, which renders 20 persons  under the threat of losing their 

houses and becoming displaced.  It should be noted that Abu Soud area is adjacent to the bypass 

road around the village and is considered the only outlet for urbanization in the western side of al-

Khader village.  

 

 On Friday morning, 12 February 2021, Abu Hedwan Family self-demolished an outside room built 
of steel and shed cloth and overlooking al-Aqsa Mosque, pursuant to the Israeli Municipality's 

decision issued under the pretext of unlicensed construction.  Mohammed Abu Hedwan, one of 

the family members, said that the room was built few years ago in the Dung Gate (Magharba) 

neighborhood in Silwan village, south of occupied East Jerusalem's Old City.  He said that it was 

not covered in the beginning but later roofed with shed cloth to protect it from rain.  Abu Hedwan 

explained that the family built the room so that all its members gather inside as their houses are 

very narrow and small.  He added that the Israeli Municipality sent them a notice to demolish the 

room and threatened them last week either to demolish it themselves or the Israeli Municipality 

crews will do and fine them with the demolition fees.  Abu Wahdan also said that the room is 90 

sqms near al-Aqsa Mosque, 70 members of Abu Hedwan family benefited from it by using it as a 

family council to receive guests. 

 

 On Saturday afternoon, 13 February 2021, Nemer Khalil Nemer self-demolished his residential 
apartment in Sur Baher neighborhood, south of occupied East Jerusalem, pursuant to the Israeli 

Municipality's decision under the pretext of unlicensed construction.  The house's owner, Nemer 

Khalil Nemer, said that the apartment was built in 2015 on an area of 85 sqms, and he recently 

started repairing it so that his son, Jihad, and wife live in it.  However, the Israeli Municipality 

issued a decision to demolish it and gave him until Monday morning to implement the decision.  

Nemer said that he was forced to implement the demolition decision and collect the rubble to spare 

himself the demolition fees imposed by the Israeli Municipality.  

 

 At approximately 10:00 on Sunday, 14 February 2021, IOF accompanied with an Israeli Civil 
Administration SUV moved into Yatma village, southeast of Nablus.  The Civil Administration 

officer notified 13 houses of the demolition in Hazouret As-Sha'b, Khelet Qudeiri and Zaytoun 

Jabarin area, west of the village, under the pretext of illegal construction in Area C. 
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Those affected were as follows: 
 

No. Name Notified Facility Number of Family 

Members 

Notes 

1- Anwar Yousif Moti'a Najjar Under construction 

house (120 sqms) 

-  

2- Mo'in 'Abdel Qader Najjar 2-storey house and a 

roof (each floor is 

150 sqms while the 

roof is 70 sqms) 

- Ready  

3- Mohammed Mahmoud Muti'a 

'Najjar 

2-storey house; each 

floor is 130 sqms 

- Ready 

4- Ahmed Nabih Tawfiq Najjar A 160-sqm house - Ready 

5- Mohammed Amjad Najjar 2-sotey house (150 

sqms) 

- Under 

construction 

6- Yahiya Wajih Najjar 2-stoey house; each 

floor is 170 sqms 

7, including 4 

children 

Inhabited 

7- Ahmed 'Adnan Ahmed 

Sanobar 

2-storey house - Under 

construction 

8- Iyad 'Ata Abu Baker 2-storey house; each 

floor is 170 sqms 

6, including 3 

children 

Inhabited 

9- Mus'ab 'Ata Abu Baker 2-storey house; each 

floor is 150 sqms 

3, including 1 child Inhabited 

10- Anas Mohammed Farah 

Najjar 

2-storey house; each 

floor is 150 sqms 

6, including 4 

children 

inhabited 

11- Nidal Ahmed 'Abdel Fattah 

Sanobar 

2-storey house; each 

floor is 140 sqms 

6, including 2 

children 

Inhabited 

12- Mohammed Mahmoud farah 

Najjar 

2-storey house; each 

floor is 130 sqms 

- Under 

construction 

13- Yazid Mohammed Khudeir 2-storey house; each 

floor is 130 sqms 

8, including 4 

children 

inhabited 

 

 On Sunday morning, 14 February 2021, 'Awadallah family continued the demolition of their 2-
storey residential building in Sho'afat neighborhood, north of occupied East Jerusalem's Old City, 

pursuant to the Israeli Municipality's decision allegedly for unlicensed construction. 

 

Jihad 'Awadallah stated that his family's residential building was built 20 years ago, and its 

construction cost nearly half a million shekels. He added that the building comprised two 

apartments, each with an area of 120 sqms; one of them was uninhabited while the other was for his 

brother Mohammad and his family after he prepared it and paid more than 100,000 shekels to live 

in it.  However, he had to leave it a while ago, after the Israeli municipality had haunted the family 
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via courts and imposing fines of more than 120,000 shekels. 'Awadallah added that at the end of last 

year, the Israeli court issued its final decision to demolish the building and gave them until 05 

January 2021, to implement the decision.  As a result, the family had to demolish part of the building 

at the time, and today it resumes the demolition with the help of workers and vehicles, which cost 

them around 70,000 Shekels. 

 

 On Sunday afternoon, 14 February 2021, the Israeli occupation authorities handed Batn al-Hawa 
Families' lawyer in Silwan village, south of occupied East Jerusalem's Old City, a decision by the 

Israeli Magistrate Court to vacate a residential building belonging to Younis Shehadah and his 

sons in favor of Ateret Cohanim Jewish organization. 

 

Ibrahim Shehadah, Younis Shehadah’s son, said that he was surprised with the Magistrate Court's 

decision to vacate his family's building comprised of 5 residential apartments and give them till next 

July to implement it.  Shehadah said that his father presented all the papers to the court that prove 

he has lived in the building since before 1967.  He added that "all the allegations are void and fake, 

and we will resort to the courts to refute them although we know that the Israeli judiciary will not 

bring us justice," emphasizing they would stay at their home and stick to it.  Ibrahim also said that 

his father has not received the eviction decision yet, but their lawyer, Yazid Qe'awar, has it.  He 

added that his father and siblings live in the residential building comprised of 5 apartments in Batn 

al-Hawa neighborhood.  It should be noted that Younis Shehadah (83), his wife and children, Yousif, 

Mohammed, 'Ali and 'Alaa and their families of 22 members live in the building.  

 

Head of Batn al-Hawa Neighborhood Committee, Zuhair al-Rajabi, said that 9 families out of 87 

families have so far received eviction decisions from the Israeli courts from, indicating that most of 

them have filed appeals to the decisions, and others are waiting for the responses to their appeals. It 

is noteworthy that the families that received eviction decisions in Batn Al-Hawa neighborhood are: 

Dweik, Shweiki, 'Awad Jaber al-Rajabi, 'Odah, Jawad Abu Nab, 'Abd Jaber al-Rajabi, Selm Ghaith, 

Rushdi Abu Ramouz and Shehadeh. The eviction decisions issued by the Israeli courts against the 

Palestinian families in favor of “Ateret Cohanim” settlement association came under the pretext of 

the land on which the houses are built belonged to the Yemeni Jews in 1892. Al-Rajabi indicated 

that the Israeli courts stated issuing eviction decisions against the residents of Batn al-Hawa 

neighborhood in 2015. The number of residents at risk of eviction ranges from 850 to 1000. He 

added that the Neighborhood Committee, in cooperation with human rights organizations, filed a 

case before the Israeli court against the “Ateret Cohanim” settlement association. The committee 

also filed a request to the Palestinian Ministry of Foreign Affairs to stop the political evacuation 

decisions supported by the Israeli government, which aims to displace about 1,000 Palestinians. 

 

 On Monday afternoon, 15 February 2021, the Israeli District Court rejected the appeal filed by 4 
Palestinian families from Karam al-Ja'ouni area in Sheikh Jarrah, north of occupied East 

Jerusalem's Old City, demanding the court to stop evacuation of their houses in favor of Israeli 

settlers, who claim their ownership of the land, where the houses are built.   

 

The families' lawyer, Sami Irshayed, said that the Israeli District Court rejected the appeal filed 

against the decision of the Magistrate Court to evict the families of Iskafi, Kurd, Ja’ouni and Al-

Qasem from their houses in favor of settlers, and the families were given until 02 May to implement 

the eviction decisions.  The families’ lawyer, Sami Irshayed, added that Israeli bodies claimed 

ownership of the land where the families' properties are built in the “Karam al-Ja’ouni” 

neighborhood in Sheikh Jarrah, and it was registered in 1972.  Thus, the Magistrate Court issued an 

eviction decision against the aforementioned families last October, and the families filed an appeal 

to the District Court which was rejected on Monday. The families intend to go to the Supreme Court 

to file another appeal. Lawyer Irshayed explained that the residents of the “Karam al-Ja’ouni 

neighborhood” in Sheikh Jarrah have lived in their houses since 1956, upon an agreement between 
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the Jordanian government represented by the “Ministry of Construction and Development” and 

UNRWA, to provide residences for 28 refugee families in Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood, in exchange 

for giving up their UNRWA relief cards, and one of the conditions was to pay a symbolic rent, 

provided that the property will be authorized for housing after 3 years, but this has not been done.  

Several years following the occupation of Jerusalem, the Israeli authorities began to pursue the 

residents of Sheikh Jarrah and demand that they vacate their houses under the pretext of "ownership 

of the land." 

 

 At approximately 07:00 on Tuesday, 16 February 2021, Israeli Municipality bulldozers 

demolished a house built of bricks and fortified tinplate in Ras Kabsah area in Ras al-Amud 

neighborhood, east of occupied East Jerusalem's Old City, under the pretext of building without a 

license. 

 
The houseowner, Jihad Hasan Abu Romouz (40), said that he was surprised with IOF surrounding 

his house on Tuesday morning, ordering him and his children to leave and vacate the house contents.  

He added that IOF did not allow him to take all his house contents and demolished it on the furniture, 

rendering him and his family homeless, without any prior warning in light of this cold rainy weather.  

Abu Romouz said that he built the house last November with 2 rooms of bricks and a barrack of 

steel and fortified tinplate that included a living room, kitchen and toilet on an area of 90 sqms.  

Jihad Abu Romouz lived in the house with his wife and 2 sons, Mohammed (12) and Qosay (10).  

Abu Romouz added that the Israeli Municipality bulldozers demolished last August a 90-sqm house 

and re-demolished it on Tuesday morning under the pretext of building without a license although 

the Israeli Municipality refused to give him a license to build the area. 
 

 At approximately 11:00, the Israeli Municipality bulldozers removed an iron fence surrounding a 
55-sqm land in Deir As-Sanah in Jabal Mukaber village, southeast of occupied East Jerusalem, 

and damaged construction materials belonging to Amjad Talab. 
 

Amjad Talab said that he set cement foundations on an area of 25 sqms to build a house, but the 

Israeli Municipality handed him a demolition decision and forced him to destroy it a month and a 

half ago.  Talab also said that the Municipality bulldozers raided his land in the morning and 

removed the fence and steel angles surrounding it in addition destroying bricks, cement and sand 

that were in the place. 
 

Settler attacks on Palestinian civilians and their property 

 

 At approximately 09:00 on Friday, 12 February 2021, a group of settlers from "Karmiel" 

settlement established on Palestinian lands confiscated from eastern Yatta, south of Hebron, 

moved into Sedet al-Tha'lah area near the settlement.  The settlers attempted to attack shepherds 

with their sheep in their lands.  IOF intervened after the shepherds refused to leave.  The settlers 

attempted to attack the family of Mahmoud Mohamad Shonaran who lives in one of the caves in 

the area.  It should be noted that the Israeli authorities declared the area state lands under the 

jurisdiction of the State of Israel; the Palestinian landowners filed a complaint before the Israeli 

Supreme Court to restore their ownership. 

 

 At approximately 12:00 on Friday, settlers under IOF's protection attacked worshippers while 
performing Friday Prayer in the Ottoman Khan threatened to be confiscated in eastern al-Laban 

village, southeast of Nablus.  IOF fired teargas canisters at the worshippers; as a result, many 

suffocated due to tear gas inhalation and were treated on the spot. 

 

 At approximately 16:20, a group of settlers chased Mohammed Nabil Kattanah, from An-Nazla 
al-Gharbiya village, north of Tulkarm, while being in his land namely al-Mughraqah in the eastern 
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side of the village and kidnapped him to “Hermesh” settlement.  IOF released him at 18:30 

following the Israeli Military Liaison's intervention. 

 

 At approximately 16:55 on Saturday, 13 February 2021, settlers from "Yitsahar" settlement in 
eastern 'Asiret al-Qabaliyah, southeast of Nablus, under IOF's protection threw stones at 

Palestinian houses.  The local residents confronted the settlers and IOF, who fired teargas canisters 

at them.  As a result, a number of them suffocated due to teargas inhalation. 

 

 Around the same time, settlers from "Esh Kodesh" settlement established in eastern Qusra village, 
southeast of Nablus, under IOF's protection, threw stones at Palestinian houses.  The local residents 

confronted the settlers and IOF, who fired teargas canisters at them.  As a result, a number of them 

suffocated due to teargas inhalation and were treated on the spot.  The settlers burnt tires of a car 

belonging to 'Awad Mahmoud Ahmed 'Odah. 

 

 At approximately 16:30 on Sunday, 14 February 2021, a group of settlers from "Yitzahar" 

settlement established on southeastern lands of Nablus threw stones at a public transport bus 

belonging to Bisan Busses Company at 'Asira al-Qibliya village in al-Hawouz area.  As a result, 

the bus sustained damage, but no injuries were reported among its passengers, noting that the bus 

was driven by Naser Mousa 'Abdel 'Aziz 'As'ous (51) from Burin village and carries 15 passengers. 

 

 At approximately 23:30 on Moday, 15 February 2021, settlers from "Levona" settlement 
established on Al-Laban As-Sharqiya village lands, southeast of Nablus, threw stones at Salah 

Majed Samih Daraghmah (27) while he was planting olive seedlings in his land, south of the 

village, and beat him up.  As a result, he sustained bruises all over his body and was taken to 

Rafida Governmental Hospital in Nablus for treatment. 

 

 At approximately 09:00 on Tuesday, 16 February 2021, a group of settlers from "Shilo" settlement 
established on Turmus Ayya village, northeast of Ramallah, attacked the buses carrying 

Palestinian workers parked near the settlement and punctured their tires. 

 

IV. Closure policy and restrictions on freedom of movement of persons and goods: 

 

The Gaza Strip still suffers the worst closure in the history of the Israeli occupation of the oPt as it 

has entered the 14th consecutive year, without any improvement to the movement of persons and 

goods, humanitarian conditions and bearing catastrophic consequences on all aspects of life. 

 

On Monday, 15 February 2021, Israeli authorities denied the entry of 2000 doses of Coronavirus 

vaccine into the Gaza Strip. These doses were sent from the Palestinian Ministry of Health (MOH) 

in Ramallah, but Israeli authorities refused its entry as the political leadership in Israel had not yet 

approved the Palestinian Authority's request to transfer the vaccine to Gaza. The Palestinian 

Minister of Health, Dr. May Al-Kailah emphasized in a press statement that the Israeli authorities 

prevented the entry of 2000 doses of Russia's Sputnik V coronavirus vaccine into the Gaza Strip. 

IOF allowed the entry of the vaccines on Wednesday. 
 

The West Bank: 
 

In addition to 108 permanent checkpoints and closed roads, this week witnessed the establishment 

of more temporary checkpoints that restrict the goods and individuals 62 temporary checkpoints, 

where they searched Palestinians’ vehicles, checked their IDs and arrested 2 of them. IOF closed 

many roads with cement cubes, metal detector gates and sand berms and tightened their measures 

against individuals’ movement at military permanent checkpoints. 
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Ramallah: 

 On Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at the entrance to Nabi Salih village. 

 On Saturday, 13 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at the entrance to Nabi Salih village 
and near “Halamish” settlement, northeast of the city. 

 On Sunday, 14 February 2021, IOF established 4 checkpoints on a road connecting between Ni’lin 

and Shuqba villages, at Ras Karkar village’s intersection, at the entrance to Nabi Salih village, and 

at the entrance to Deir Nidham village.  

 On Monday, 15 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at the entrances to Nabi Salih and 
Silwad villages.  

 On Tuesday, 16 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint near ‘Atara village, north of the city.  
 

Jericho: 

 On Monday, 15 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint near “Ma'aleh Ephraim" settlement, 

north of the city. 

 On Tuesday, 02 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at the northern entrance to Jericho.  
 

Bethlehem: 

 On Thursday, 11 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at the northern entrance to Tuqu 
village and at the western entrance to Beit Fajjar village, south of the city. 

 On Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at the northern entrance to Tuqu village 

and near al-Nashnash intersection, south of Bethlehem.  

 On Saturday, 13 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint near al-Nashnash intersection, south 
of Bethlehem.  

 On Sunday, 14 February 2021, IOF established 3 checkpoints at the western entrance to Tuqu 
village, at the entrance to Za’atara village and near al-Nashnash intersection, south of Bethlehem.  

 On Monday, 15 February 2021, IOF established 3 checkpoints at the northern and western entrances 
to Tuqu village, at the western entrance to Beit Fajjar village and near Al-Khader village entrance, 

south of the city. 

 On Tuesday, 16 February 2021, IOF established 3 checkpoints at the entrance to Beit Jala village, 

at the western entrance to Tuqu village and near Dar Salah Bridge, east of the city. 

 On Wednesday, 17 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint near al-Nashnash intersection, 
south of Bethlehem. 

 

Nablus: 

 On Thursday, 11 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at Beita village intersection and on 

Madama village’s bridge, southeast of Nablus.  

 On Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at al-Moraba’a intersection, which 
connects between Nablus’ eastern and southern villages.   

 On Sunday, 14 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at the entrance to An-Nassariya village, 
northeast of Nablus. 

 

Hebron: 

 On Thursday, 11 February 2021, IOF established 4 checkpoints at the entrances to Yatta city, Idhna 

village, at the southern entrance to Hebron, and at the entrance to Fawwar refugee camp  

 On Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF established 5 checkpoints at the entrances to Beit Awwa and 
Idhna village, at the northern entrance to Halhul city, at the western entrance to Hebron, and at the 

entrance to Jalael village.  

 On Saturday, 13 February 2021, IOF established 4 checkpoints at the entrances to Al-Arroub 
refugee camp, and at the entrances to Surif, Beit Awwa and Tarrama villages.  

 On Sunday, 14 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at the southern entrance to Hebron 
and at the northern entrance to Halhul city. 
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 On Monday, 15 February 2021, IOF established 3 checkpoints at the entrances to Beit Awwa and 
Idhna villages, and at the eastern entrance to Dura City.  Beit Ummar village, at the northern 

entrance to Halhul city, at the southern entrance to Yatta, and at the eastern entrance to Dura village. 

 On Tuesday, 16 February 2021, IOF established 2 checkpoints at the entrances to Beit Ummar and 
Ash-Shuyukh villages.  

 

Qalqilya: 

 On Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at the southern entrance to the city. 

 On Tuesday, 16 February 2021, IOF established 5 checkpoints at the entrances to Azzun, Izbat al-
Tabib and Jit villages, and at the eastern and southern entrances to the city. 

 

Salfit: 

 On Friday, 12 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at the northern entrance to Salfit. 

 On Saturday, 13 February 2021, IOF established 3 checkpoints at the entrances to Kifl Haris and 

Kafr ad-Dik villages, at the entrance to Salfit.  

 On Tuesday, 16 February 2021, IOF established a checkpoint at the northern entrance to Salfit.  

 

 


